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IN TRO D UCT I O N

Whipps Cross is one of London’s major
hospitals, located in the south-eastern part
of Waltham Forest and serving a catchment
area which covers parts of Redbridge and
Newham as well as Waltham Forest itself. It
forms part of the wider Barts Health NHS
Trust which also runs four other major
hospitals in the City and East London.

Bringing these opportunities together
creates the potential to plan a new mixed
use neighbourhood which is both a focus
for health and well-being, and also a vibrant
new community with a significant resident
population alongside the hospital and other
related healthcare uses - a great new place
within the borough.

The Whipps Cross campus has developed
over more than 100 years, and is a sizeable
site with a complex and varied range of
buildings. These existing buildings do
not meet the requirements of modern
healthcare provision, and so the site is being
considered as an opportunity to deliver a
new replacement hospital. This will help it
meet the changing needs of the growing local
population.

This study is the first stage of developing an
approach to deliver that vision. It has been
undertaken to identify the key constraints
and opportunities that the site presents;
establish a vision and key principles for new
development and then to propose and test a
range of options to define the next steps for
the masterplan.

Alongside the hospital, the site is also
identified as an opportunity to integrate
other related health uses, such as local GP
provision, community care and leisure and
fitness facilities, which can work alongside
the hospital as part of a wider community
health strategy.
Any development would be delivered in
the context of a campus which is currently
developed to very low densities. Waltham
Forest Council has therefore identified it as
an opportunity for intensification with the
potential to deliver new homes including key
worker homes and new affordable homes.
This approach would provide much needed
housing to help meet Waltham Forest’s
growth, and is also significant in helping to
fund the provision of the new hospital.
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It establishes the core elements of the
project to support the development of the
NHS business case needed to progress the
Hospital project. However, it retains flexibility
around many decisions, including the scale
and location of the hospital itself. In doing
this it provides a brief for more detailed
work that will follow, and creates the forum
within which community and stakeholder
engagement can inform how the project can
best be realised.
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VISION
A redeveloped Whipps Cross site would
establish a mixed use neighbourhood,
with a major new hospital at its heart.
The combination of the hospital staff and
visitors, other health uses and a new resident
population should create a busy, vibrant place
and sustain a mix of shared community and
commercial uses.

PRIN CIPLE 1
Provide f or a new Whipps Cross
Hospit al on an accessible sit e
wit h f lexibility t o c hang e and
space t o accommodat e g rowt h
and com plement ar y uses

The masterplan protects the key historic
buildings, retaining important links with the
site’s origins and character. It delivers new
green spaces which benefit both the hospital
and residents and also improve the local
ecology and enhance the setting of the key
buildings.

PRIN CIPLE 2
Creat e a f lexible urban
framewor k whic h responds
t o t he exis ting sit e c haract er
and op timises t he entire sit e t o
deliver economic, social and
environment al well-being

The new neighbourhood would be better
integrated into the surrounding context,
enabling walking and cycling with improved
links and clear safe routes. The new High
Street will allow for improved bus services.
Parking for the hospital will be provided, but
with a view to a long term reduction in car
use.

PRIN CIPLE 3
Plan an accessible sit e whic h
promo t es sus t ainable and
active tra vel. Limit t he im pact
of vehicles on t he sit e and
anticipat e a g radual reductio n in
car use and par king
PRIN CIPLE 4
Cap ture t he benef it of t he g reen
se tting f or t he hospit al and
provide new g reen space f or
t he community whils t respecting
t he limit ations of t he nature
designations
PRIN CIPLE 5
Aim t o re t ain t he key elements
of t he locall y lis t ed buildings
respecting t heir c haract er as
buildings of signif icance
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FRAMEWORK C OMPONENT S
A major new hospital, potentially
delivered as more than one phase,
and with the flexibility to change
and adapt over time. It would be
delivered with parking provision for
staff and hospital visitors.

Remodelled historic
hospital buildings,
delivering new homes
and community spaces.

Mixed-use development delivering
related health uses, a local high
street and new homes.

A flexible framework based around
high quality streets and spaces which
can accommodate a range of options
for the delivery of the hospital and the
wider mixed use neighbourhood.

N
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SUM M A RY
This artist’s illustration shows one version
of how Whipps Cross could develop into
a vibrant and sustainable mixed-use
neighbourhood centred around a new local
high street. Whilst the hospital location and
other uses might vary the concept of the
central high street remains across the options.
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Artist’s impression
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IS SU ES A N D A SS E T S

THE EXIS TIN G HOSPITAL

ES TABLISHIN G A NEW HOSPITAL

The existing hospital buildings are spread
over a large campus, and have been built up
over more than a century of development.
Whilst the first phase and early subsequent
phases of development had the space in
which to follow an orderly arrangement based
along a single spine corridor, later phases of
development have not had this opportunity.

A key challenge for the project to deliver
a new hospital will be how to balance the
following three factors:

In the case of the maternity wing and
outpatients wing, this has resulted in
stand-alone buildings - in the case of the
outpatients wing this is linked back to the
main building via a long ramped bridge.

•

Finally, the latest phases of development,
primarily around the original hospital
buildings, have largely comprised single
storey additions, often inserted into small
spaces, and gradually growing without the
same regard for the original planning and
symmetry.
The resulting campus is one which is not
legible, which is difficult to maintain, and
which is not optimised for the needs of an
acute hospital.
Although the buildings are not likely to
be suitable for re-use, key elements of the
hospital represent important aspects of the
site’s character and heritage. They could play
an important future role through conversion
and adaptation and spaces such as the
hospital chapel could provide valuable uses
such as community space or arts uses.
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•

•

Where is it easiest to construct a new
hospital and how can the phasing
be managed to limit disruption
and the requirement for temporary
accommodation?
Where is the best long-term location for
the hospital in terms of staff, patients,
access and servicing?
What are the impacts of the hospital on
the success of development across the
rest of the site?

With regard to the form of the hospital, it
is noted that the social interactions which
take place in the existing long corridor are
regarded as a successful aspect of the nature
of the building and contribute to the sense of
community as well as the smooth running of
the site. Whilst it is not likely that the long
corridor form would be efficient as a model
for a new hospital, the sense in which the
circulation spaces of the new building can
establish positive social interaction would be
a positive characteristic to carry over.
Options for the new hospital should also
explore how compact the building can be.
A taller building could act as a positive
landmark, and could release a larger area of
development for other uses. However, there is
a balance to be struck between these factors,
the increase in build cost of a tall building
and the way in which acute hospitals operate.
This study therefore explores a range of
options, including low, medium and higherrise buildings. Partial retention of more
modern elements of the existing campus has
also been explored for completeness.
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MOVEMENT

GREEN SPACE

The existing site is perceived as car
dominated, but despite its relatively limited
access by public transport, walking and
cycling, there are actually a high proportion
of visitors to the site who don’t arrive by car
(71% of staff and 32% of visitors travel by
sustainable modes).

The location of the hospital against the
edge of Epping Forest means that it has the
potential to continue to benefit from this
green setting and its therapeutic benefits.

The site’s location in Waltham Forest also
places it in a context where major investment
is being made to enable more walking and
cycling, particularly for short trips, and so
there are good opportunities to engage with
this approach and think again about the
character of the site.
Bus access is presently limited by the low
bridge over Hospital Road, meaning that
double-decker buses are unable to come into
the campus.
Car parking is currently spread around the
campus and has a relatively large spatial
impact on the use of the campus and its
public realm. However, as the hospital’s
catchment area covers not only Waltham
Forest but also less central boroughs the
existing patterns of staff and visitor car use
are likely to continue for some time.
Any new development on the campus would
also come with its own movement and access
requirements. Residential development may
require an element of parking given the low
PTAL of parts of the site. However, it should
be planned to ensure that sustainable modes
of travel are prioritised, and that any space
provided for parking can be used in other
ways if and when parking demand reduces.
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The presence of the Metropolitan Green
Belt and extensive nature conservation
designations afford the land with significant
protection against future development,
making it a desirable location for new
development.
As any new development is planned alongside
a new hospital consideration will need to be
given to the increased number of people on
the site and the provision of open space. The
conservation designations covering Epping
Forest mean that efforts need to be made
which limit any increase in public access to
the forest. This can best be achieved through
the provision of high quality open space
within the site.
Most of the existing campus itself is defined
by buildings and hard surfaces with the
exception of many mature trees and strong
hedge lines around the edges of the site.
Schemes for the site could usefully retain
and augment these features, and there are
numerous opportunities to improve drainage,
biodiversity and to mitigate against the
impact of climate change through provision of
more trees.
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V IS IO N A N D P R I N C I P LE S

Redevelopment of the Whipps Cross site must
be shaped by a vision for a new hospital,
alongside other health related facilities,
integrated into a new piece of city. The
adjacent statement and diagram set out a
high level vision for the site.
Over the following pages a series of principles
set out some further objectives and spatial
considerations for the site.

Establish a new
neighbourhood, integrated
with the surrounding context,
formed through a mix of
hospital, related health facilities
and housing, and supporting a
healthy new local centre/high
street

20
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PRIN CIPLE 1
Provide f or a new Whipps Cross Hospit al on an
accessible sit e wit h f lexibility t o c hang e and s pace
t o accommodat e g rowt h and com plement ar y uses

A major new acute hospital is required
to serve the needs of the surrounding
population. This will include a new Accident
and Emergency department, a maternity
unit, specialist services and other supporting
clinical and surgical teams.
This hospital needs to be part of a wider
health and well-being campus with colocated primary care facilities and dedicated
rehabilitation, nursing and palliative care
services.
This vision recognises that an acute hospital
is not always the best environment for
patients, but that a connected and coordinated campus of services is the future
of healthcare. Research spaces, teaching
facilities and specialist healthcare may also
be uses that complement this vision.
The masterplan also identifies ‘flexible’
spaces for future adaptation, acknowledging
than healthcare is ever evolving. Therefore
it should be an important part of any future

hospital strategy that some element of land
ownership should be held by the Barts Trust,
probably in some other use, which can be
deployed for healthcare use in the future if
needed.
These healthcare uses should be part of a
neighbourhood, forming a new place with
shops, services and car parking to serve
new homes, hospital staff and the local
community.
The hospital building itself should:
• Be in a prominent and accessible location
suiting its nature as a major public
building;
• Have easy access for emergency vehicles
and servicing of the hospital;
• Be in a location which captures the
benefits of the setting against Epping
Forest; and
• Have a design that is centred around
social spaces which encourage
interaction.

A NEW HOSPITAL BUILDING: LAYOUT AND ADJACENCY
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A hospital delivered
on one unified
site would create
seamless relationships
between different
departments.



A hospital delivered
over two adjacent
buildings has
potential for increased
flexibility in delivery
and long term use.
The design of a
hospital in this way
may sit more naturally
as part of a diversified
new neighbourhood
as the scale and bulk
of buildings will be
easier to manage.

A split hospital site
Retains flexibility but
straddling a busy street.
This option creates
challenges with significant
operational limitations
which would need to be
overcome with bridge
links



A split hospital site
Retains flexibility but
ideally blocks should be
directly adjacent to each
other
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PRIN CIPLE 2
Creat e a f lexible urban framewor k whic h responds
t o t he exis ting sit e c haract er and op timises
t he entire sit e t o deliver economic, social and
environment al well-being

The new neighbourhood would be created
at Whipps Cross must integrate successfully
into the surrounding streets and places in
Walthamstow and Leytonstone. At the same
time, new proposals for the site should also
take cues from the existing structure and
socio-cultural heritage of the site.
The existing grain of Victorian hospital
buildings and Hospital Road sets up a
structure of new routes and blocks. This
framework could deliver a series of flexible
urban blocks which could accommodate a
range of uses.
The retention of the approximate alignment of
hospital road forms a central spine for the site.
A structure of other more minor routes could
connect to this key route. Services exist under
Hospital Road and retaining this route would
add to the deliverability of the plan for the site
and assist with phasing options.

N
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Hospital Road should form the focus for a
new local high street for this part of Waltham
Forest, servicing a significant population of
new residents, existing staff and visitors to
the hospital and existing surrounding streets.
Cafes, shops, services and the front door of
the hospital would face onto this route.

A new structure of streets with integrated
healthcare, shops and services along the length of
the main route

Use the original grain of buildings and streets to
shape the new block structure

N

Deliver flexible urban blocks which can
accommodate a range of uses
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PRIN CIPLE 3
Plan an accessible sit e whic h promo t es sus t ainable
and active tra vel. Limit t he im pact of vehicles on
t he sit e and anticipat e a g radual reduction in car
use and par king

Waltham Forest is currently benefiting from
major investment in active travel and healthy
streets.

N

However, Whipps Cross has historically felt
isolated, facing the forest rather than being
engaged with the surrounding streets lacking
easy pedestrian connections, and being
rather car dominated, despite the challenges
for access and parking.
The block structure illustrated within
principle 2 retains the existing connections
into the surrounding neighbourhood and
offers a number of opportunities to improve
integration and connectivity for walking and
cycling.
It is expected that the main vehicle access
points would be improved, but would remain
in their current locations. Alongside this,
there are options to add new or enhanced
walking and cycling links. These could
include a link north into West End Avenue
which would provide a walking and cycling
connection to Lea Bridge Road and Shernhall
Street and options for new links to the
south. There are no immediately obvious
possibilities to make connections west from
the campus, but this could be beneficial, as
it would provide direct links to the school,
college and the High Road.
Bus connections should be retained through
the site, with the potential removal of the
existing bridge link over the road meaning
that double-decker buses would be able to
use the route. The option of a direct bus
connection to Chingford has particularly been
identified as a desirable new service.
Staff and visitor parking for the hospital are
also important. The hospital serves a wide
catchment area and draws patients and
staff from more suburban areas to the east.
Whilst sustainable travel options should be
developed and enabled the expectation is
that parking will be capped at the current
amount. The masterplan should also seek
to keep vehicles to the edge of the campus,
particularly for high volumes of movement
such as the main car park and deliveries.
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The existing vehicular routes into the site

N

Enhanced opportunities for integration

Any new multi-storey car park should be
towards the edge of the site and access for
ambulances to A&E will need to be carefully
planned and separated from other movements.
In order to cap or reduce the demand for
parking as the site use intensifies and
to minimise the potential traffic impact,
consideration may also need to be given to a
range of demand management measures, like
changes to the visitor charging and reducing
the provision of staff parking.
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PRIN CIPLE 4
Cap ture t he benef it of t he g reen se tting f or t he
hospit al and provide new g reen space f or t he
community whils t respecting t he limit ations of t he
nature designations

One of the significant features of the original
hospital plan was its location on the edge
of the urban area against the forest. The
buildings were designed to respond to this
with open balconies from the wards and a
layout of gardens around them for the benefit
of patients.

N

The modern hospital has developed around
these buildings and the campus has
effectively turned its back on the open space.
Re-planning the site provides the opportunity
to restore some of the historic landscape
qualities, providing leisure space, improving
the setting of the original hospital buildings
and improving the ecology of the site.
New residential use on the site has the
potential to create a significant new demand
for open space. The nature designations
which are set out in detail in the appendices
mean that high quality leisure space is
needed within the site. This could best be
achieved as a single large block of space
rather than fragmented, and located so that it
intercepts people who might otherwise heard
out into the forest. This approach would help
to limit the potential for the new development
to impact on the significant areas of natural
assets.
The benefit of the location on the edge of
Epping Forest should be captured for the
future health and well-being campus. Views
and connections to this open space should
be a feature of any new hospital building and
better access to open spaces will be of huge
benefit to the health and rehabilitation of
patients.

Option 1 - Consolidated open space

N

Option 2 - dispersed open space

Finally, the areas of woodland between the
edge of the hospital site and Whipps Cross
Road are presently blighted by littering and
rough sleeping. Holistic management and
access around this area as part of the campus
could bring positive leisure and ecology
benefits.
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PRIN CIPLE 5
Aim t o re t ain t he key elements of t he locall y lis t ed
buildings respecting t heir c haract er as buildings of
signif icance

The core of the existing hospital was built
in the early 1900s and has a distinctive,
attractive and memorable character that
is a key part of the identity of the site. A
number of the original parts of the hospital
are locally listed by the London Borough of
Waltham Forest, acknowledging the positive
contribution that the buildings make to local
character and sense of place because of their
heritage value.
Since they were originally developed the
setting of the original buildings has become
significant compromised by layers of
successive modern building. This project
presents an opportunity to re-establish the
strength of the original design and retain
some of the signature features.

The hospital in the inter-war period

The key parts of the hospital buildings which
have a positive contribution are identified
as the central chapel and original hospital
entrance, together with its water towers.
Next is the end pavilions of the ward blocks
with their distinctive cupolas and the original
balconies and walkways. Following this
would be the ward blocks themselves and the
linking corridor.
Away from the original Victorian hospital,
there are some buildings which may merit
conversion and re-use. However, they lack
the form and quality of the main building.

The hospital viewed from the same vantage point
today (©GoogleEarth)

The relative formality of the layout and strong
grid that it suggests should also inform
the planning of the wider campus. This
character-led approach should also extend
into the design of the new buildings, but with
the potential for some variation which allows
for the original

The original hospital entrance and chapel,
presently obscured by more recent development
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Case study: Boucicaut Masterplan, Paris
A new area of development in Paris that
was previously occupied by the late 19thC
Boucicaut Hospital. The most significant
hospital buildings have been restored and
adapted for new uses (including a primary
school and sheltered housing) and the central
garden has been enhanced and maintained,
including the retention of twenty outstanding
chestnut trees.
Aside from the integration of old and new
buildings, the masterplan is of particular
interest due to its mix of uses as well as its
environmental considerations and integration
of green infrastructure.

WH IP P S C ROS S H OSPI TAL MASTERPL AN V IS ION
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F RA M EWO R K P L A N
This illustration shows how a new structure of streets and urban
blocks could be extrapolated from the existing form. There are
numerous ways in which the component parts of the campus can
be arranged within this framework, but the core streets and spaces
provide a stable framework. This framework allows for a range of
options to be explored, both in terms of the hospital location and
form and also for the uses which form the rest of the development.

Three blocks are parts of the former historic
hospital buildings. There are a series of options
to the extent to which these historic buildings are
retained and refurbished (see page 36).

A new acute hospital building could be located within
the larger blocks in the core of the site and could
require anything from one block for a tall building to
three connected blocks for lower-rise hospital
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The rest of the neighbourhood should be made
up of mixed use blocks with residential, other
healthcare uses, shops and services.

A large multi-storey car park should be provided to
replace the existing car parking on the site.
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Landscape characters

•

The landscaping across the sites has a
number of significant roles to play. These
include:

•

•
•

•

Ecological priorities relating to Epping
Forest and the aim of enhancing
biodiversity generally across the site;
Mitigating the impact of climate change
through considering the role of street tree
shade and planting which works to help
manage water drainage;
Providing leisure and play space for
residents and for hospital staff and
visitors

Helping to maintain a comfortable
relationship between existing
development and any proposed new
development.
Aiding orientation and way-finding
through the establishment of distinct
street characters ranging between formal
and informal planting and enclosed and
open landscape characters.

N

1
2

1
3

4

5
6
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Key features
1. The existing forest land to the east and
southeast of the site is an important
ecological asset and an important part
of the character of the site. It may be
beneficial for elements of public access
to be introduced as a way of improving
management and tackling some of the
existing problems in the area. This could
also be helpful in promoting leisure use
within the site rather than adding to the
visitor numbers around the Hollow Ponds
on the eastern side of Whipps Cross
Road.
2. The eastern side of the developed area
should establish a new relationship with
the open space. In particular, there is
the opportunity to restore the historic
landscape parkland setting of the original
Victorian hospital buildings and to offer
new development on the south eastern
blocks a new landscape frontage. The
open space is intended to provide usable
leisure space for the benefit of everyone,
including hospital staff and patients as
well as residents of the site and the wider
area. A relatively formal approach to tree
planting could complement the nature
of the architecture. The indication of a
route along the edge of these buildings is
to provide access for pedestrians, cyclists
ambulances and servicing, and should
not be taken as a vehicle through-route.
3. The area around the original hospital
entrance could be planned as a relatively
formal garden space, responding to
the retained and re-used architectural
elements of the original buildings.
4. The central spine road is the primary
street within the campus, and should
have a strong street character. It should
incorporate the existing London Plane
street trees, and augment this further
with new street tree planting.

WH IP P S C ROS S H OSPI TAL MASTERPL AN V IS ION

5.

6.

The secondary parallel route within the
masterplan can have a more informal
character. It is intended to be a low
speed, low car environment and so could
benefit from a less formal approach to
landscaping would give it a distinct
character and help to moderate vehicle
speeds. As part of this approach the
street can include elements of small open
spaces such as pocket parks or squares.
The existing line of trees and
undergrowth along the south-western
boundary provide a significant ecological
habitat as well as forming a strong visual
separation between the existing homes
on Peterborough Road and the new
buildings proposed within the site.

In addition to the objective of providing a
significant body of green space, other smaller
pocket parks and green elements should
help to ensure that a high quality of space
is provided. This should include elements
of play, but might also usefully include
sustainable urban drainage opportunities and
areas where biodiversity can be enhanced
over and above the existing site conditions.
The centre of the blocks which include
residential space should also be expected to
deliver communal garden space for the use of
residents.
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and change over time should be that the
general configuration of the grid, including
the street widths and alignments should be
suitable to allow vehicles through if needed.
This should mean that with relatively modest
modifications, the road system can be
configured to work in a number of different
combinations. This will be important both
during the phased development of the
site and in its eventual final form. It also
means that a range of options can continue
to be considered in terms of the detailed
arrangement of different uses within the site.

Vehicle access
A key aim of the project should be to
reduce the impact of vehicles through
the site, establishing a calm, healthy and
safe environment which promotes walking
and cycling. Establishing a shift towards
sustainable travel should be an important part
of ensuring that development can be delivered
without impact on the capacity of the public
highway and on air quality in the area.
The grid of streets which has been proposed
through the framework masterplan enables
this to be achieved, and should not be taken
as a grid of all-access streets - modal filters
will continue to provide walking and cycling
access whilst vehicles are limited.

The proposed layout below is provided as an
illustrative approach to delivering a resilient
vehicle access, centred around a strong
central spine route and a series of quieter,
shared space routes.

An important principle for the long term
resilience of the site and its ability to adapt

N
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Key features
1. The main spine route through the centre
of the scheme broadly follows the existing
alignment of Hospital Road and would
be expected to have the character of
a conventional street. It would be the
location of bus stops and visitor set-down
and pick up locations for the hospital.
2. A central part of the main street should
include a bus-only control point which
would restrict through-movements to bus
only, preventing any risk of rat-running
through the campus.
3. The secondary streets within the
framework are envisioned as low-speed
shared streets which prioritise walking
and cycling. A limited amount of onstreet residents parking may be included,
particularly accommodating parking for
disabled residents and visitors. However,
this should be designed with a clear
understanding of how the space might be
re-used in the event that the parking is
reduced or removed over time.
4. As with the bus gate on the main street
a further link could be provided which
allows for an alternative entry to the site
for emergency vehicles. This would help
to build in resilience in the event that
James Lane or one of its connecting
streets became impassable.
5. The south-eastern edge of the site
fronting James Lane potentially provides
the best locations for both parking and
for emergency vehicle access. Careful
consideration will be required as to the
car park access to ensure that queueing
space for entrance and exit is provided so
that James Lane continues to function.
6. Part of the red line boundary extends
to Lea Bridge Road. There are options
for this part of the site; housing is just
one option, other options include non
vehicular access/open space.
7. The junction of Hospital Road with
Whipps Cross Road should be reviewed.
Depending on how the internal access
structure of the campus is resolved it
could experience a reduction in vehicle
access as most of the parking would be
accessed from the south. However, it
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8.

would remain an important bus access
and could benefit from signalisation.
The junctions on James Lane, including
the connection with Hospital Road and
the delta junction with Whipps Cross
Road should be reviewed to ensure
that they are configured to optimise
the traffic. It may be beneficial to test
options for signalised junctions, or to look
at local changes to the road design to
improve their performance.
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Western Boundary
The site is surrounded by two storey
residential streets. This prevailing context
is an important factor when considering
the scale of development which might be
appropriate on the edges of the site, closes to
existing homes.
The western edge where the site meets
the back gardens of the properties on
Peterborough Road is one area of the site
where this relationship needs careful
consideration. The existing band of mature
trees and hedge provides a helpful buffer. New
development on the very edges of the site
should be set back from this existing band of
greenery. The former nurses accommodation
block provides a precedent for development in
these edge locations.

The western edge of the site with mature trees
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Pan Handle Mews
Part of the red line boundary extends to
Lea Bridge Road, labelled as 6 on the plan
on the previous page. This part of the site
could provide an opportunity to create a new
connection into the hospital for pedestrian
and cyclists, whilst potentially delivering
some new mews style housing along this
new route. Other options include leaving the
site as open space. Options are still being
explored.
This mews housing would need to address
the limitations of the narrow site and also the
close relationship between new buildings and
the backs of the properties on Halford Road.
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Precedent study - Moray Mews, Peter Barber Architects
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H ERITAG E A S SE T S

INTRODUCTION
The original hospital buildings present a
significant opportunity to define the future
character of the place. However, the slim
wards are neither suitable for modern
healthcare nor well-configured for other uses
such as residential accommodation.
A series of options have been produced to
test the extent to which the key heritage
assets of the site might be retained whilst
also testing the capacity of the resulting
buildings. The study begins by retaining the
entire hospital building and refurbishing it for
residential use.
Gradually the options show a decrease in
the amount of refurbishment and increase in
the amount of new development, in turn this
correlates with the amount of residential units
that could be achieved. The purpose of the
study is to help identify a balanced and viable
approach to ensure that the buildings have a
long-term future.
The existing end pavilions, balconies and
walkways

The original hospital entrance and chapel, presently obscured by portacabin offices
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The original hospital entrance and chapel, presently obscured by portacabin offices
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HER ITAG E A S SE T S
Retain and refurbish heritage assets
New development
Existing development (the
buildings in the immediate
context of the Victorian hospital
buildings would be demolished
during their refurbishment to
improve their context)

OPTION 1
Retaining and refurbishing all of
the existing heritage assets for
residential and community uses.

N

OPTION 2
Retaining and refurbishing
the central core of the hospital
building which includes the
chapel and its towers as well
as the core corridor running
throughout the existing building.

N

The ‘book-ends’ of the existing
wards should be refurbished
whilst the wards themselves
could be redeveloped to
maximise residential floor space.
In this option the floor to ceiling
heights of the existing building
are a constraint and the new
developments would have to
match this.
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Retain and refurbish heritage assets
New development
Existing development (the
buildings in the immediate
context of the Victorian hospital
buildings would be demolished
during their refurbishment to
improve their context)

OPTION 3
N

Retaining and refurbishing
the central core of the hospital
building which includes the
chapel and its towers as well
as the core corridor running
throughout the existing building.
The ‘book-ends’ of the existing
wards should be refurbished
whilst more of the wards than in
Option 2 could be redeveloped to
maximise residential floor space.
In this option the floor to ceiling
heights of the existing building
are a constraint and the new
developments would have to
match this.

OPTION 4
N

Retaining and refurbishing
the central core of the hospital
building which includes the
chapel and its towers as well
as the core corridor running
throughout the existing building.
The ‘book-ends’ of the existing
wards should be refurbished
whilst all of the existing built
structure between them could
be redeveloped to maximise
residential floor space. In this
option the floor to ceiling
heights of the existing building
are a constraint and the new
developments would have to
match this.
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Retain and refurbish heritage assets
New development
Existing development (the
buildings in the immediate
context of the Victorian hospital
buildings would be demolished
during their refurbishment to
improve their context)

OPTION 5
Retaining and refurbishing
the central core of the hospital
building which includes the
chapel and its towers. The
‘book-ends’ of the existing wards
would be redeveloped in this
option along with the rest of the
existing building. The floor to
ceiling heights of the existing
building in this option are no
longer a constraint, therefore
there is an opportunity for
greater density.

N

OPTION 6
A complete redevelopment of
the former historic hospital site.
The floor to ceiling heights of
the existing building in this
option are no longer a constraint,
therefore there is an opportunity
for greater density.
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Concept sketch illustrating the principle of introducing new development blocks in place of the original
wards to achieve a viable modern form whilst retaining the key aspects of the historic character

Retained pavilions
with new residential
development replacing
the wards
Original courtyards
restored as a
residential amenity

Original entrance reinstated
with the central chapel and
towers retained and re-used
for community /cultural uses
New residential
development fronting
Hospital Road

BRIDGE ROAD

AMBUL AN CE ROAD

H O S P I TA L ROA D

Sketch plan showing the potential redevelopment and remodelling of the existing buildings
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OPTIONS

D
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D EV ELO P M E N T O P T I O N S

INTRODUCTION
The primary objective of the Whipps Cross
project is to deliver a new acute hospital. The
phasing and delivery of the hospital and the
suitability of its new location will be very
significant factors in the selection of a preferred
development approach.

N

The detailed brief for the acute hospital is yet
to be fully defined. The working assumption
for the hospital has therefore been that it will
typically require two of the large urban blocks
in the framework at a mid-rise scale. There
may be the potential for a taller, denser hospital
model to be adopted to reduce the space
required for the hospital.
Three broad locations for the hospital are tested
over the following pages.

Location 1

Location 1: within the area of the existing
historic buildings

N

Location 2: within the area of the former nurses
accommodation to the north/west of the site.
Location 3: at the southern edge of the site
with direct access from James Lane.
For each of the options presented, an evaluation
has been undertaken to assess how well
they are likely to perform with regard to the
following factors:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The suitability of the site for a new
hospital;
Options for wider development, and
particularly whether any are notably
stronger or weaker in terms of the amount
of new development that might be
possible;
Movement and access issues;
Planning and heritage issues;
Green infrastructure and ecology issues;
Delivery and phasing; and
Short-term implications.

Location 2

N

Each option includes a block labelled F
(flexible). This represents an allowance for
a mix of uses to be accommodated through
the scheme, particularly including associated
healthcare.
Location 3
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N

Summary of key constraints and considerations for options for development on the site

Existing constraints
Waltham Forest Green ways
Green corridor
Special area of conservation
Conservation area
Sites of special scientific interest
Sites of Metropolitan importance to nature conservation
Metropolitan green belt
Existing energy centre
Locally listed historic hospital
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OPTION 1
Option 1 illustrates a new hospital provided within the same
area as the original hospital buildings. The key considerations
for this site are as follows:
• Development on this site would be very challenging to
phase given the extent of active hospital uses within the
existing buildings.
• Development would result in major loss of historic fabric
given the inappropriateness of these older buildings for use
as a new hospital.
• Parking and servicing for this site would draw large
numbers of vehicles into the centre of the site.
• There is the potential to retain elements of the existing
medical facilities including the A&E department. However
the re-use of this site would require a double de-cant to
allow the ongoing functioning of certain departments.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
The proposed hospital would be delivered
across three linked blocks in the northern
corner of the site. This would effectively
allow the hospital to operate as a single midrise building with good access on all sides.
The location of the hospital on this site does
little to improve legibility.
Wider development
This option is capable of delivering a good
quantum of other uses alongside the hospital,
including a significant amount of housing.
Movement and access
The option is focussed around the northsouth spine road which allows through bus
traffic with good access for all uses. Vehicle
access to the hospital would primarily be from
Whipps Cross Road, while vehicle access
to new homes would be via James Lane.
Ambulances would be able to access from
either the northern or southern entrances
via Ambulance Road. In order to be located
directly adjacent to the hospital the staff and
visitor parking would most likely be best
located in block E. This would be accessed
from the southern side of the site only to limit
through-traffic movement but would have the
disadvantage of drawing hospital traffic past
residential development.
The connections to the north via West End
Avenue should improve accessibility for
walking and cycling.
Planning and heritage
This option would likely result in an almost
total loss of the existing Victorian Hospital
buildings. Options for new buildings might
be developed which permitted the retention of
the pavilion buildings, but the core section of
the chapel and water towers would certainly
be lost. The buildings are locally listed, and
whilst this protection is not as significant as a
statutory listing it should still be a significant
consideration.
A further consideration is the relationship
between new medium-rise residential
development and the existing two-storey
conservation area on the James Lane edge of
the site.
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Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
Delivery and phasing
This options is potentially challenging in
terms of the hospital delivery, and is likely to
require the use of temporary accommodation
to allow the historic buildings in parcels b,
c and d to be vacated so that a new hospital
can be constructed. It could be possible to
develop these three blocks as sequential
phases of new hospital development which
may help to limit the need for use of
temporary space. However, this may extend
the build programme, and it is also not clear
whether the nature of the existing building
systems would enable this.
The development of the new hospital parking
structure would not be possible until the new
hospital is completed and block E can be
vacated. Early land release for non-hospital
development around blocks K to O may be
possible subject to parking being retained
and available for hospital use.
Blocks F to I should become available for nonhospital development once the new hospital is
completed and open.
Short term implications
Early land release is unlikely to be achieved,
as temporary accommodation would be
required, and to facilitate this, the surplus
land occupied by the former Nurses’
accommodation would need to be cleared
to make space for temporary buildings to
accommodate the wards and departments
being displaced from the Victorian part of
the hospital. It is only when the new hospital
is constructed that the temporary buildings
can be cleared and this surplus land released.
Therefore, this option could limit significant
upfront receipts from enabling development to
help contribute towards the new hospital.
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OPTION 2
Option 2 illustrates a new hospital provided on site of the former
nurses accommodation in the north west corner of the site. The
key considerations for this site are as follows:
• The land is easily available as it is currently occupied by
vacant buildings. There are no phasing issues.
• The continuity of car parking would be a consideration
given that some of the site is used as surface car parking.
• The site is land-locked away from the main road. This could
draw traffic into the core of the site, past residential uses.
• A more immediate relationship with surrounding two storey
residential streets might be challenging in terms of the
scale required for a new hospital.
• The hospital would be surrounded by a construction site in
the years following the hospital development.
• This area of the site has a less positive relationship with
the open spaces and green outlook of Epping Forest.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
Option 2 proposes the hospital on blocks J
to L in the north-western corner of the site.
This has a major delivery advantage in that
this area is currently under-used, except
for ad-hoc staff parking in and around the
redundant buildings.
Whilst this approach may be beneficial from
a phasing point of view it does leave the new
hospital in the centre of a residential area.
Another key factor to consider is that the
bulk and scale of the hospital is likely to have
a more significant impact on the existing
residential area. This would need to be
tested and address through detailed design
to establish a suitable relationship to the
existing buildings.
The proposed hospital would be delivered
across three linked blocks in the northern
corner of the site. This would effectively
allow the hospital to operate as a single midrise building with good access on all sides.
The location of the hospital on this site does
little to improve legibility.
Wider development
This option is capable of delivering a good
quantum of other uses alongside the hospital,
including a significant amount of housing.
Movement and access
Locating the hospital in the core of the site
means that traffic to service and access the
hospital could be drawn further into the site,
through a new predominantly residential
neighbourhood. This option makes it harder
to provide a controlled access in favour of
ambulances in particularly.
As the hospital would be in the centre of the
site, the location of hospital parking adjacent
to the hospital would draw a significant
volume of traffic into the site, passing through
the new residential neighbourhood.
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Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on
the eastern side of the site. A further
consideration is the relationship between new
medium-rise residential development and the
existing two-storey conservation area on the
James Lane edge of the site.
Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
This option is one of the few where the new
hospital building is isolated from the green
space of the forest edge and so loses that as a
potential benefit to the setting of the building.
Delivery and phasing
This option has the significant advantage of
providing sites which can immediately be
released for hospital development. This is
subject to maintaining a suitable quantum
of hospital parking as some of the existing
provision would be displaced to create the
site. A further consideration would be that
all the hospital construction traffic would be
drawn through the existing site, and solutions
would need to be identified in detailed
design work. Access could potentially be via
a construction-only access along the south
western boundary and accessed from James
Lane. It is also notable that the completed
hospital would be surrounded by construction
sites for some time following completion.
Short term implications
This option allows for quick progress on the
early phase of hospital development but does
not afford any early land release for nonhospital development. Therefore, this option
could limit significant upfront receipts from
enabling development to help contribute
towards the new hospital.
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OPTION 3
Option 3 illustrates a new hospital provided on James Lane,
with the first phase on the Ambulance garage and Connaught
Day Hospital. The key considerations for this site are as follows:
• The first phase of the hospital is easily available as it is not
used currently as part of the acute hospital. Phase 2 would
be delivered after the existing uses in this area have been
decanted.
• This site has a strong edge location which is good for the
visibility and legibility of the hospital.
• The site should help keep traffic on the edge of the site
with direct access to the hospital and MSCP from the wider
street network.
• Consideration of the relationship with the Conservation
Area.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
This approach delivers a new hospital over
two large urban blocks on the southern edge
of the site, capable of being conjoined and
operating as a single building. It presents
the hospital with a strong road frontage,
aiding legibility and access, provides a long
frontage to the High Street within the new
development and maximises the hospital
edge to the forest to the east.

Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.

Wider development
This option is capable of delivering a good
quantum of other uses alongside the hospital,
including a significant amount of housing.

Delivery and phasing
The hospital building would be delivered over
two principal phases, with the first being
on block F and the second on block E. The
first phase would require the relocation of
the functions of the Connaught Day Hospital,
the Margaret Centre and the Ambulance
station. These are all single storey structures
and represent a relatively small footprint of
building space to re-provide elsewhere.
The delivery of the second phase would take
place once the functions of block E have
transferred to the first phase of the new
development. The proposed car park on
block G would be delivered once the existing
maternity wing has been vacated. The
timing of this could be balanced against the
pressures on parking versus the value of the
existing investment in the building.

Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity.
The proposed multi-storey parking for the
hospital is on the southern edge of the
site, which would benefit the main site by
intercepting traffic before it enters deep into
the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine,
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue.
Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on the
eastern side of the site. The location of the
new hospital and car park on the southern
edge of the site would require care design
in view of the conservation area setting. In
particular, the car park is anticipated to be
edged with residential development which
helps to step down the scale of the building
and present an active frontage to the street.
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Short term implications
Early land release for non-hospital
development could be achieved on the
north-west corner of the site. This should be
contingent on clearing existing redundant
buildings and maintaining hospital parking
provision. Therefore, this option would allow
for surplus land to be developed for residential
uses in the short term to help contribute
towards the new hospital.
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OPTION 4
Option 4 illustrates a new hospital provided on James Lane,
with the first phase on the Ambulance garage and Connaught
Day Hospital. The key considerations for this site are as follows:
• The same considerations as option 3. However, as the
hospital would be delivered in two locations across Hospital
Road this would limit the relationship and ease of transfer
between the two buildings.
• The MSCP is also shown further into the site, drawing more
traffic into its centre.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
This approach delivers a new hospital over
two large urban blocks on the southern
edge of the site, able to operate as a single
interlinked building. It presents the hospital
with a strong road frontage, aiding legibility
and access. However, the hospital building
is formed by two urban blocks, one on either
side of the main spine road. This could be
addressed by a linking bridge, but could limit
the ability of the two halves of the hospital to
function efficiently as a single unit.
Wider development
This option is capable of delivering a good
quantum of other uses alongside the hospital,
including a significant amount of housing.
Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity.
The proposed multi-storey parking for the
hospital is one block in from the southern
edge of the site. This would benefit the main
site by intercepting traffic before it enters
deep into the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine,
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue.
Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on
the eastern side of the site. The location
of a significant new medium-rise hospital
building across the road from the two-storey
conservation area would require careful
consideration in design terms.
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Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
Delivery and phasing
The hospital building would be delivered over
two principal phases, with the first being
on block F and the second on block G. The
first phase would require the relocation of
the functions of the Connaught Day Hospital,
the Margaret Centre and the Ambulance
station. These are all single storey structures
and represent a relatively small footprint of
building space to re-provide elsewhere.
The delivery of the second phase would
require the relocation of the maternity unit
into the new phase 1 contingent on the
relocation of the existing maternity unit.
Therefore, if this formed part of the first phase
of the hospital development the parking could
be delivered sooner, releasing other sites for
non-hospital development.
Short term implications
Early land release for non-hospital
development could be achieved on the
north-west corner of the site. This would be
contingent on clearing existing redundant
buildings and maintaining hospital parking
provision. Therefore, this option would allow
for surplus land to be developed for residential
uses in the short term to help contribute
towards the new hospital.
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OPTION 5
Option 5 illustrates a new hospital provided with the first phase
on land adjacent to Epping Forest. The key considerations for
this site are as follows:
• The first phase of the hospital is easily available as it is not
used currently as part of the acute hospital. Phase 2 would
be delivered after the existing uses in this area have been
decanted.
• This site has good access for vehicles which would not
draw traffic into the central site.
• Although the site has a good relationship with Epping
Forest there are potentially more significant ecological
impacts than developing other parts of the site. Open space
to serve residents and hospital users would need to be
delivered elsewhere.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
Option 5 delivers a mid-rise hospital over
two urban blocks, one of which is located on
land on the forest side of Ambulance Road.
This approach affords some flexibility to the
design and delivery of the hospital. Whilst it
would be possible to conjoin the two blocks
together so that it functions as a single
building, consideration should be given to
whether Ambulance Road is desirable as a
street connection either for pedestrians or for
vehicles.
Wider development
This option is capable of delivering an
enhanced quantum of other uses alongside
the hospital, including a significant amount of
housing.
Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity.
The proposed multi-storey parking for the
hospital is on the southern edge of the
site, which would benefit the main site by
intercepting traffic before it enters deep into
the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue.
Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings.
However, the presence of a substantial new
hospital building in the green space limits
the potential to completely restore the original
landscape setting.
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Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a major part of the new
hospital building with a green woodland/
parkland outlook on three sides. However,
it has a significant impact on the green
space, and brings major construction and
development much closer to existing wildlife
designations.
A further concern is that the scheme is likely
to result in a lower provision of green space
at all and/or for the spaces that are provided
to be fragmented and located away from
the forest edge. This dilutes the benefits for
leisure and ecology of the green spaces and
may represent a planning risk in terms of the
ecological impact.
Delivery and phasing
This approach has a major advantage in
that the first phase of the hospital would be
delivered on land which is largely underused.
The second phase of the hospital would be
delivered on block E once this had been
vacated into the first phase of the new
building. This scheme would also enable the
relatively early delivery of the multi-storey car
park on block F which could help to accelerate
the release of development land for nonhospital uses.
Short term implications
This approach would allow for early
development of the first phase of the hospital,
potentially in parallel with the early release
of land in the north-west corner of the site
for non-hospital development. Therefore, this
option would allow for surplus land to be
developed for residential uses in the short
term to help contribute towards the new
hospital.
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OPTION 6
Option 6 illustrates a new hospital provided on James Lane,
with the first phase on the Ambulance garage and Connaught
Day Hospital. The key considerations for this site are as follows:
• The same considerations as option 3, however the ‘flexible
healthcare element’ is delivered as a smaller pavilion
building set within the landscape of the forest edge.
• Although the site has a good relationship with Epping
Forest there are potentially more significant ecological
impacts than developing other parts of the site. Open space
to serve residents and hospital users would need to be
delivered elsewhere.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
This approach delivers a new hospital over
two large urban blocks on the southern edge
of the site, capable of being conjoined and
operating as a single building. It presents
the hospital with a strong road frontage,
aiding legibility and access, provides a long
frontage to the High Street within the new
development and maximises the hospital
edge to the forest to the east.
It also highlights the possibility for a further
element of hospital building to be delivered
as a stand-alone structure set within the new
parkland setting. This could accommodate
functions of the hospital where the benefits
of a peaceful landscape setting would be
beneficial, such as end-of-life care.
Wider development
This option is capable of delivering an
enhanced quantum of other uses alongside
the hospital, including a significant amount of
housing.
Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity.
The proposed multi-storey parking for the
hospital is on the southern edge of the
site, which would benefit the main site by
intercepting traffic before it enters deep into
the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine,
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue.
Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on the
eastern side of the site. The location of the
new hospital and car park on the southern
edge of the site would require careful design
WH IP P S C ROS S H OSPI TAL MASTERPL AN V IS ION

in view of the conservation area setting. In
particular, the car park is anticipated to be
edged with residential development which
helps to step down the scale of the building
and present an active frontage to the street.
Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
Delivery and phasing
The hospital building would be delivered over
two principal phases, with the first being
on block F and the second on block E. The
first phase would require the relocation of
the functions of the Connaught Day Hospital,
the Margaret Centre and the Ambulance
station. These are all single storey structures
and represent a relatively small footprint of
building space to re-provide elsewhere.
The delivery of the second phase would take
place once the functions of block E have
transferred to the first phase of the new
development. The proposed car park on
block G would be delivered once the existing
maternity wing has been vacated. The
timing of this could be balanced against the
pressures on parking versus the value of the
existing investment in the building.
Short term implications
Early land release for non-hospital
development could be achieved on the
north-west corner of the site. This would be
contingent on clearing existing redundant
buildings and maintaining hospital parking
provision. Therefore, this option would allow
for surplus land to be developed for residential
uses in the short term to help contribute
towards the new hospital.
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OPTION 7
Option 7 illustrates a lower-density hospital with the first
phase delivered on James Lane, on the Ambulance garage and
Connaught Day Hospital. The key considerations for this site are
as follows:
• The same considerations as option 3, however the hospital
is delivered at a lower density, at a height more similar to
the surrounding context. To deliver the acute hospital in
this way it would take up an additional development block
and reduce the amount of housing that could be delivered.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
This approach delivers a lower rise new
hospital over three large urban blocks on the
southern edge of the site, two of which are
capable of being conjoined and operating as
a single building. It presents the hospital
with a strong road frontage, aiding legibility
and access, provides a long frontage to the
High Street within the new development and
maximises the hospital edge to the forest to
the east.
A key issue with this approach is that the site
remains split across the central High Street.
Whilst this could potentially be addressed by
a bridge link as at present, it is poor from a
management and care perspective.
Wider development
This option only delivers a reduced quantum
of other uses alongside the hospital due to the
larger hospital footprint.
Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity. The proposed multi-storey parking
for the hospital is on the southern edge of the
site, which would benefit the main site by
intercepting traffic before it enters deep into
the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine,
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue.
Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on the
eastern side of the site. The location of the
new hospital and car park on the southern
edge of the site would require care design
in view of the conservation area setting.
However, the reduced height of the building
may make the scale and massing simpler to
deliver.
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In particular, the car park is anticipated to be
edged with residential development which
helps to step down the scale of the building
and present an active frontage to the street.
Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and
forestry to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
Delivery and phasing
The hospital building would be delivered over
three principal phases, with the first being
on block F and the second on block E. The
first phase would require the relocation of
the functions of the Connaught Day Hospital,
the Margaret Centre and the Ambulance
station. These are all single storey structures
and represent a relatively small footprint of
building space to re-provide elsewhere.
The delivery of the second phase would
take place once the functions of block E
have transferred to the first phase of the
new development. The proposed car park
on block G would be delivered once the
existing maternity wing has been vacated.
The timing of this could be balanced against
the pressures on parking versus the value of
the existing investment in the building. The
final phase of hospital development would
be the delivery of block H once the existing
outpatients wing has been vacated.
Short term implications
Early land release for non-hospital
development could be achieved on the
north-west corner of the site. This would be
contingent on clearing existing redundant
buildings and maintaining hospital parking
provision. Therefore, this option would allow
for surplus land to be developed for residential
uses in the short term to help contribute
towards the new hospital. However, as the
hospital takes up a greater footprint of the
site, the quantum of enabling development
would be lower compared to the other
options.
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OPTION 8
Option 8 illustrates a higher-density hospital with the first
phase delivered on James Lane, on the Ambulance garage and
Connaught Day Hospital. The key considerations for this site are
as follows:
• The same considerations as option 3, however the hospital
is delivered at a higher density, potentially with some
elements up to 14 storeys. This would allow more homes
to be delivered on the site. Key considerations will be the
impact of this scale of building on the surrounding area and
on Epping Forest in terms of views and overshadowing.
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EVALUATION
Hospital
This approach delivers a new hospital as
a cluster of taller structures, potentially up
to 14 storeys to minimise its land take. It
would be arranged over two urban blocks
on the southern edge of the site, capable of
being conjoined and operating as a single
building. It presents the hospital with a
strong road frontage, aiding legibility and
access, provides a frontage to the High Street
within the new development and an element
of hospital edge to the forest to the east.
The hospital as a tall building in this location
would establish it as a new landmark in the
local area.
Wider development
This option is capable of delivering an
enhanced quantum of other uses alongside
the hospital, including a significant amount of
housing.
Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity.
The proposed multi-storey parking for the
hospital is on the southern edge of the
site, which would benefit the main site by
intercepting traffic before it enters deep into
the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine,
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue.
Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on the
eastern side of the site. The location of the
new hospital and car park on the southern
edge of the site would require careful design
in view of the conservation area setting. In
particular, the car park is anticipated to be
edged with residential development which
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helps to step down the scale of the building
and present an active frontage to the street.
Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
Delivery and phasing
The hospital building would be delivered over
two principal phases, with the first being
on block F and the second on block E. The
first phase would require the relocation of
the functions of the Connaught Day Hospital,
the Margaret Centre and the Ambulance
station. These are all single storey structures
and represent a relatively small footprint of
building space to re-provide elsewhere.
The delivery of the second phase would take
place once the functions of block E have
transferred to the first phase of the new
development. The proposed car park on
block G would be delivered once the existing
maternity wing has been vacated. The
timing of this could be balanced against the
pressures on parking versus the value of the
existing investment in the building.
Short term implications
Early land release for non-hospital
development could be achieved on the
north-west corner of the site. This will be
contingent on clearing existing redundant
buildings and maintaining hospital parking
provision. Therefore, this option would allow
for surplus land to be developed for residential
uses in the short term to help contribute
towards the new hospital. However, the
increased height of the new hospital in this
option compared to a lower density set of
hospital buildings is likely to result in a higher
overall build cost for the hospital, and may
outweigh the benefit of a greater quantum of
enabling development.
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OPTION 9
Option 9 illustrates an option where the maternity unit and
the outpatients wards are retained. This would result in a
lower-density hospital with the other parts of the hospital and
MSCP delivered on James Lane, on the Ambulance garage and
Connaught Day Hospital.
• This option is unique in its retention of the existing
outpatients and maternity blocks. These are later
Twentieth Century buildings with potential to be updated
and reconfigured for better long term use. In the event that
this option is developed, further work is needed to establish
the practical options for gaining the maximum utility from
these buildings.
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Hospital
This approach considers a hybrid approach
in which a new block of hospital is developed
on block E and coupled with a retained and
refurbished outpatients wing and maternity
wing. This maximises the value of the
existing investment in more modern parts
of the existing hospital but does come with
limitations. A key issue with this approach is
that the site remains split across the central
High Street. Whilst this could potentially
be addressed by a bridge link as at present,
it is poor from a management and care
perspective.
Wider development
This option only delivers a reduced quantum
of other uses alongside the hospital due to the
larger hospital footprint.
Movement and access
Access to the hospital would be primarily
via James Lane, with an alternative access
for emergency vehicles from the north along
Ambulance Road. James Lane is a relatively
minor route as the main hospital access.
Improvements to the lane and key junctions
may be required to deliver suitable highway
capacity.
The proposed multi-storey parking for the
hospital is on the southern edge of the
site, which would benefit the main site by
intercepting traffic before it enters deep into
the new area of development.
As with the other options the scheme works
with the north-south public transport spine,
and provides the potential for a new walking
and cycling link via West End Avenue. The
functionality of the spine road for buses may
be limited if the existing bridge is retained.

scale of the building and present an active
frontage to the street.
Green infrastructure and ecology
This option provides a positive response
to green space and ecology. It includes a
significant body of new public green space
as a buffer between the buildings and the
forest to the east, and reclaims previously
developed land. It provides the potential for
environmental and ecological improvements
as part of the project through integration with
the adjoining parts of Epping Forest.
Delivery and phasing
The delivery of the new hospital development
on block E as the only major element of new
accommodation means that the functions
of the existing building there would need to
be decanted into temporary accommodation
to enable the site to be redeveloped. As
a possible alternative, the block could be
delivered in two smaller halves within this
site although this would take longer and have
a greater impact on the operations of the
retained hospital functions.
Short term implications
Early land release for non-hospital
development could be achieved on the
north-west corner of the site. This would be
contingent on clearing existing redundant
buildings and maintaining hospital parking
provision. Therefore, this option would allow
for surplus land to be developed for residential
uses in the short term to help contribute
towards the new hospital. However, as the
hospital takes up a greater footprint of the
site, the quantum of enabling development
would be lower compared to the other
options. As well as the build costs for the
new hospital, the existing buildings would
require refurbishment in this option.

Planning and heritage
This option allows for the retention of the
key parts of the historic hospital buildings
and improves their landscape setting on the
eastern side of the site. The location of the
new car park on the southern edge of the
site would require care design in view of the
conservation area setting and it is anticipated
that it would be edged with residential
development which helps to step down the
WH IP P S C ROS S H OSPI TAL MASTERPL AN V IS ION
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T R A N S P O R T O P TI O N S
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T RA NS P O R T O P T I O N S

INTRODUCTION

LOC ATION 1

The development of a new hospital and a
significant new neighbourhood in an urban
location should be based on the principle that
sustainable modes of transport are prioritised
and promoted. Making them as attractive
and as high quality as possible is important
to help reduce car usage and to manage the
impact of the potentially significant growth on
people living and working within the Whipps
Cross Campus.

The following sequence of diagrams presents
the movement concept for location 1, which
features in option 1 and in which the new
hospital is located on the site of the existing
Victorian buildings.

N

The framework established by the masterplan
facilitates high quality walking and cycling
networks, and these remain effectively
constant across the range of options. High
quality streets would provide good pedestrian
access, including new, more direct,
connections in from the adjoining streets.
Cycling access would connect into the Lea
Bridge Road improvements, and the hospital
would benefit from a cycle hub for staff and
visitor use.
Bus routing would remain consistent through
the options, running through the scheme
along the spine road with a modal filter to
prevent private vehicle access.
The principle of managing private vehicles
to the edge of the site will help to limit their
impact. A key measure will be locating the
hospital parking in a suitable edge location,
and incorporating modal filters to ensure that
private vehicles cannot use the site as a rat
run.
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LOC ATION 2
The following sequence of diagrams presents
the movement concept for location 2 which
features in option 2 and in which the new
hospital is located on the vacant land in the
western corner of the site.

N
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LOC ATION 3
The following sequence of diagrams presents
the movement concept for location 3 which
covers the other options in the study. In these
options the new hospital is located at the
southern side of the site with some detailed
variations in the location of the car park.

N
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D I R EC T I O N O F T R AV E L
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D EV ELO P M E N T O P T I O N S

C ON CLUSIONS
This study has established a vision and a
series of key principles for Whipps Cross.
The work to explore the options opens up
a number of potential ways in which the
development of the hospital and the wider
site could be delivered, allowing this to be
explored with the NHS Trust, Waltham Forest
Council, hospital users and the wider public.
Following the analysis of the issues,
opportunities and options, we would
summarise our conclusions as follows.
The option of redeveloping the site of the
existing Victorian buildings as the location
for a hospital would result in a total or very
significant loss of historic fabric and would
also require a major programme of temporary
accommodation decanting in order to
deliver it. It is therefore considered that this
approach is not tenable.
The option of constructing a new hospital
on the existing north western corner of the
site could allow it to be achieved as a single
phase scheme before the existing hospital is
vacated. This may be a significant deciding
factor in the eventual decision that is made
about the future plans. However, it would
forever leave the new hospital land-locked in
a residential context, with all movement and
access being along these residential streets.

Retaining and refurbishing the existing
outpatients wing as part of a new hospital
is considered unlikely to provide the best
long term outcome for healthcare, given
its relatively inefficient form. The low rise
nature of the building means that it is also
land-hungry and so will limit the capacity for
enabling development on other parts of the
site.
The option of building in the south of the
site, fronting James Lane may present one
of the stronger opportunity to deliver a new
hospital. The options explored in this study
demonstrate a series of ways in which that
could be achieved as a two-stage process
with minimal initial disruption. However,
James Lane presents some limitations in
terms of providing the main access to a
new hospital and work will be required to
demonstrate that it can be improved to
provide suitable capacity.
Development of the initial phase on land
east of Ambulance Road would have the
benefits of a relatively clear site and minimal
disruption to existing functions. However, it
would not result in a notable increase in the
capacity for enabling development as open
space lost here would need to be re-provided
elsewhere on the site. It may also be more
challenging to deliver due to an increased
ecological impact.
Delivery of a first phase of development
between James Lane and Margaret Road
would result in relatively little temporary
accommodation required and would provide
the new hospital with a strong street presence
and a very accessible location.
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NEXT S TEPS

EN GAGEMENT

This study has been prepared to inform initial
decisions about the potential to deliver a new
hospital on the Whipps Cross site. Subject to
the project being supported and funded, there
are a number of future elements of work to be
undertaken.

Stakeholder and public engagement will be
key to the successful delivery of the Whipps
Cross Masterplan, and a detailed programme
for stakeholder and wider public engagement
should be developed to inform the design as
it progresses.

•

•

•

•

•

This study, or some variant of it
may usefully be developed into a
planning policy document such as a
Supplementary Planning Document, with
relevant policies included in the emerging
Waltham Forest Local Plan. As part of
this a design code for new development
could be established to provide a greater
degree of certainty around the future
character of the place.
The detailed specification of the hospital
needs to be developed. In particular, the
overall gross area of the building needs
to be established, along with other key
parameters such as the preferred building
height for optimum health use. This will
set the amount of land required by the
hospital, and may be critical in finalising
the preferred approach and location.
A detailed programme of other healthcare
uses should be established, together with
a clear sense of whether they are likely
to be best located within the hospital
building, immediately adjacent to the
hospital building or simply within the
wider campus development.
Studies should be initiated to augment
the initial desktop ecological advice
with site survey work at the appropriate
season. Similarly, a detailed tree
survey should be undertaken so as to
identify the location, species, crown and
condition of the trees.
Traffic survey work to establish the
existing patterns off movement and
facilitate future modelling should be
undertaken. This is particularly relevant
in terms of the major junction remodelling
due to finish in early 2019.
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This study has been undertaken to inform
key decision-making processes through
establishing the constraints and testing a
range of options.
Once the decision is made to proceed with
the project and the brief for the hospital is
developed, public engagement will be vital in
shaping precisely how this happens, and how
the wider masterplan is populated.
The stakeholder mapping for the future work
should cover the following groups:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The existing hospital patients,visitors
and support groups;
The existing hospital staff;
The various Council teams including
transport, education, housing,
conservation and regeneration;
Key formal stakeholders including the
Corporation of London;
Existing residents in adjoining streets;
Wider local interest groups; and
The general public

Appropriate consultation should be developed
for each constituency of people. The project
should be presented in a clear and accessible
way and a dialogue developed through the
process which allows for iterative feedback,
supporting a robust design process.
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H I S TORY A ND H E R I TAGE

The founding of what is today Whipps
Cross Hospital stretches back to the
establishment of an annexe to care
for sick and elderly inhabitants of
the West Ham Union workhouse.
This was prior to the opening of the
original Infirmary building in 1903
with 672 beds

During the course of the First World
War the Infirmary was used to treat
wounded servicemen. Its name was
changed to Whipps Cross Hospital
in 1917, reflecting its transition to a
general hospital.

In the inter-war period the hospital
became an important centre for
training nurses, including a notable
presence of training for male nurses.
The hospital was expanded with new
wings to the south, opened in 1940.

1920

1940

H IS TOR I C E VOLUTION

Pre 1920’s

N

Whipps Cross 1892
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Following the Second World War
the hospital campus continued to
develop, principally with nurses
accommodation blocks to the
rear of the campus and also the
Outpatients Department which was
opened in 1958.

1953

The second half of the Twentieth
Century saw the opening of one of
the first intensive care units in the
country in 1968. This was followed
swiftly by a new accident and
emergency unit in 1972 and a new
maternity unit in 1973, breaking
away from the original central spine
corridor of the Victorian hospital
layout.

1977

The 1990 plan shown below is
largely recognisable as the modern
extent of the hospital, and includes
most of the principal blocks. What
may not be immediately apparent
from this plan is the extent to
which the spaces between the
original hospital wings have been
progressively in-filled with semitemporary structures.

1990

N

Whipps Cross Today
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URBA N FO R M

URBAN FORM
There is a sharp contrast between the urban
block structure within the site and without.
The blocks surrounding Whipps Cross
Hospital are predominantly residential in
character and this is reflected in their oblong
geometry. Hospital blocks are a mixture of
large and very small blocks with irregular
geometries.

S TREET NET WORK
The grain of the street network in this area is
broadly SW-NE. The Whipps Cross Hospital
interrupts this pattern by severing the streets
west of Peterborough Road from the A114 /
Whipps Cross Road which acts as a primary
route from Wanstead towards Wood Street
and Walthamstow.
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FIGURE GROUND
Most buildings in the neighbourhood consist
of semi-detached terraced housing with
slender footprints in close proximity to their
block perimeters. Leyton Sixth Form College
and Leytonstone School are two exceptions
where the buildings are set back from the
street edge to allow for open play areas.
There are many hospital buildings within the
site. The footprints of these buildings vary
between small (e.g. pavilions, nurseries and
single purpose clinics), medium (e.g. linear
wards and maternity unit), and large (e.g.
central, multi-storey medical facilities).
The sprawling, low density nature of the
campus makes it difficult to navigate and
challenging to operate.

Site boundary
Urban blocks
Buildings
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C ONSERVATION AREAS
Conservation areas exist to protect the
special architectural and historic interest of a
place - to conserve and promote the best of a
borough’s heritage and built environment.
The Whipps Cross Road/Forest Glade,
Leytonstone Conservation Area bordered
the site to the south east. This provides
additional protection to these attractive
Victorian streets and the woodland area that
borders James Lane.
Any new development on this edge of the
Whipps Cross site will need to take into
consideration the setting and character of the
conservation area.
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Site boundary

N
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L AND USE
There are nine colour-coded zones to aid orientation within
the hospital sites as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Brown (incl. Sorbus House, Social Workers Unit, Just
Learning Centre)
Red (incl. Emergency Medical Centre)
Coral (incl. Tomswood Unit)
Orange (incl. Chest Clinic, MRI)
Yellow (incl. Eye Treatment, Outpatients)
Green (incl. ICU , HDU, Acon Unit, Margaret Centre)
Blue (incl. Old Estates & Nursing School)
Pink (incl. X-ray)
Purple (incl. Maternity, EGU)

The hospital site is surrounded by residential streets,
generally comprised of two storey houses. Leyton Sixth
Form College is located to the south east and Leytonstone
School is opposite the hospital on James Lane.
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ENV IRO N M E N T

INTRODUCTION
Whipps Cross hospital is bordered to the east
by Epping Forest and as such the site has a
very rich and sensitive environmental setting.
This natural setting is an asset for hospital
that the masterplan should further explore
and enhance.
The forest is located east of Whipps Cross
Hospital across the A114 / Whipps Cross
Road. The hospital is buffered from this road
and forest by dense foliage and trees on the
east and southern edges of the site. Hollow
Pond is a large water body featuring a boat
house which is accessible by foot and car
from the northern edge of Hospital Road. To
the west of the site are the open playing of
Leyton Sixth Form College.
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Special Area of Conser vation/
Sites of Special Scientific Interest

Me tropolit an Green Belt

Much of Epping Forest is designated as a
Special Area of Conservation (of Europewide importance for wildlife under the EC
Habitats Directive). It is also a Site of Special
Scientific Interest (national importance for
wildlife) because of its ancient trees, ancient
woods, flower rich grasslands and the species
that live there. SSSI’s are notified under the
Wildlife and Countryside Act (1981) and
are the finest sites for Wildlife and natural
features in England.

Epping Forest and parts of the green space
surrounding the hospital are designated as
Metropolitan Green Belt. The Green Belt does
not extend into the red line boundary. The
NPPF states that ‘The fundamental aim of
Green Belt policy is to prevent urban sprawl
by keeping land permanently open; the
essential characteristics of Green Belts are
their openness and their permanence.’

High levels of public use are currently causing
harm to these designated areas. To prevent
harm, future development will need to provide
sufficient green space in order to draw new
residents away from the forest for activities
such as dog walking, picnics and extensive
play. An access management plan will also
need to be put in place in order to monitor
and remove remaining effects on the forest.

Development will only be approved in the
Green Belt in very special circumstances
and consideration will also be given to the
impact of development on adjacent Green
Belt. The NPPF explains ‘When considering
any planning application, local planning
authorities should ensure that substantial
weight is given to any harm to the Green
Belt. ‘Very special circumstances’ will not
exist unless the potential harm to the Green
Belt by reason of inappropriateness, and any
other harm, is clearly outweighed by other
considerations.’

Site boundary
N

Sites of Special Scientific Interest
Special Area of Conservation
Metropolitan Green Belt
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Me tropolit an Im por t ance t o N ature Conser vation
Woodland within the hospital site is partially
within the designation The woodland
adjacent to this is very similar in character
and may also qualify for Metropolitan
Importance, or for the slightly lesser
designation of Borough Importance.

Sites of Importance to Nature Conservation
(SINCs), are locally designated areas by local
authorities which contain the best examples
of London’s habitats, including particularly
rare species or important populations of
species. Within the GLA planning framework
there is a hierarchy of SINC designations
including Metropolitan, Borough and Local
Importance. Development that negatively
impacts on a SINC may only be permitted in
exceptional circumstances where mitigation
can be proven.

The woodlands are underused by the public
and it might be possible to open them up for
public recreation.

Woodland north-east and south-east just
outside the hospital site is designated as this.
To the north-east, the woodland contains
large areas of elm and aspen, apparently
growing up from neglect of the previous
open land use. Woodland to the south-east
contains some very old open-grown oaks
and appears to have grown up through
under-grazing on a previous open parkland.

Site boundary
N
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Green cor r idors

W ildlif e on t he Hospit al Sit e

Epping Forest forms an important part of
London’s more strategic and connected areas
of green space. The forest forms part of an
important green corridor connecting inner
London to the countryside surrounding the
city. These connected spaces form important
recreation routes and natural assets for the
whole city.

Unsurprisingly, the built areas of the hospital
site do not support a wide range of species.
However, the many old buildings are of a
type that often support bat roosts, and their
position adjacent to the superb habitat of
Epping Forest suggests that bat roosts could
well be present. Bats have declined massively
in recent decades, and are a European
protected species. If bat roosts are present,
replacement roosts should be provided so that
bats can continue to use the site as they are
doing at present.

Site boundary
N

Waltham Forest Greenways
Green corridors
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T RA NS P O R T A N D
M OV EM E N T
SITE LOC ATION & C ONTEXT

RAIL

Whipps Cross University Hospital s located
on the eastern edge of the Outer London
Borough of Waltham Forest. It is an NHS-run
university hospital managed by Barts Health
NHS Trust. It is one of the four major hospital
sites through which the Trust operates and
provides its services.

There are a number of underground and
overground rail stations in the vicinity of
the site. The closest underground station
is Leytonstone on the Central line, located
around 1.4 km to the south (17-minute walk),
with Snaresbrook around 1.9 km to the east
(23-minute walk). The Central line provides
direct access to Epping, Hainault, Stratford
and Central and West London. Walthamstow
Central is around 2 km north-west of the site
(24-minute walk) and served by the Victoria
line and overground rail services with direct
connections to Tottenham Hale, Central and
South London and Chingford.

The site of Whipps Cross University Hospital
occupies an area of approximately 18 ha. The
site is surrounded by two storey residential
buildings to the west and north. It has
frontage onto James Lane and Leytonstone
School to the south. To the east and
southeast, the site is bounded by Epping
Forest. Hospital Road is the main spine that
runs within the site and provides access
to Whipps Cross car parking services. It
connects the site with surroundings via
Whipps Cross Road and James Lane. Access
to the site can only be obtained from two
points, Whipps Cross Road to the north and
James Lane to the southeast.
Whipps Cross Hospital provides treatment
for 217,540 inpatients per annum and 28,481
day-patient per annum.1 An approximate total
of 3,000 staff are present on-site every day, of
which 1,813 are full time. The site includes
non-patient buildings and key patient
buildings, as well as staff and patient/visitor
surface car parks. The key patient buildings
sits at the heart of the site and provides a full
range of general inpatient, outpatient and daycase services, as well as maternity services
and a 24-hour emergency department and
Urgent Care Centre. The eastern part of
the site includes the Woodbury Unit (NHS
Foundation Trust) with green areas.

The nearest overground station is Wood
Street, around 900m to the north (11-minute
walk), which access Walthamstow Central,
London Liverpool Street and Chingford.
Leyton Midland Road is located 1.1 km
to the south-west (17-minute walk) and
provides access to Barking and Gospel Oak
overground stations. While, Walthamstow
Central overground services can be reached
within 24-minute walk of the site, which
provides access to London Liverpool Street
and Chingford overground stations.

The site has a Public Transport Accessibility
Level (PTAL) of between 2 and 3, which gives
it a moderate level accessibility.

1
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Top: Access by Bus
Bottom: Access by
Train and Tube
Tube station
Central line tube
Silver-link mainline railway
WAGN mainline railway
Rail station
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BUS
Whipps Cross Hospital is accessed via a
number of bus services that run through the
site and in the immediate surrounding area,
on Whipps Cross Road and Lea Bridge Road.
Bus stops, and in many cases shelters, are
provided on-site and nearby. Four bus routes
pass through the site from the two access
points (Whipps Cross Road and James Lane),
with a provision of four bus stops on-site.
A further 15 bus stops can be accessed
within five-minute walk of the site, providing
connection with surrounding areas via
nine bus routes. Whipps Cross Roundabout
is currently being reconfigured and will
accommodate a new bus hub.
Buses running through the site are a singledecker as the pedestrian bridge restricts the
use of double-decker buses due to limited
clearance. Furthermore, buses operate onsite through narrow network of roads with
particular constraints for buses turning when
entering/exiting the site at the two main
accesses.
A number of bus services provide direct
connections to local underground and
overground railway station as set out in Table
1.1 below.
Table 1.1 Summary of Multi-Modal Public
Transport Connections.
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Station

Bus service
connections

Wood Street (Overground)

230

Leytonstone (Central)

W15, W19

Walthamstow Central
(Victoria & Overground)

20, 230, 257, 357,
W12, W15, W19

Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners

Existing bus routes
and planned
improvements

W15

20

W19

56

W12

357
257
230

Site boundary
Potential new pedestrian access
400m - 5 minute walk distance
400m - 5 minute walk distance
From the new proposed access

W16
To Debden
To Upper
To Chingford Mount

To Wanstead

Walthamstow

To Walthamstow
Central & Wood Green
To Stratford

To Hackney
N
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T RA NS P O R T A N D
M OV EM E N T
CYCLE
In 2013, Waltham Forest was selected with
two other outer London boroughs (Enfield and
Kingston) as part of the Mayor of London’s
Mini-Holland programme and awarded
funding to transform streets into better places
for everyone to use, whether for cycling,
walking, use public transport or driving.

making significant improvements for all road
users, with a provision of new public spaces
and new bus hub with improvements to bus
facilities and accessibility for bus passengers.
New cycling facilities including cycle racks
and a two-way, fully segregated cycle track
are introduced to improve safety for cyclists.

The resultant Cycle Waltham Forest project
aims to encourage people who are currently
making short car journeys to cycle more.
It aims to create safe and secure routes,
a connected cycle network and enjoyable
environment by providing better streets,
improved public realm and vibrant and
connected town centres across the borough.
By promoting active travel, this will help to
reduce dependency on cars and associated
congestion, improve air quality and increase
health benefits.

Lea Bridge Road is a key cycle corridor and
will eventually have segregated cycle facilities
along its entire length through the borough.

There are a number of cycle routes in the
vicinity of the site. This includes on-road
cycle routes, quiet cycle routes, and traffic
free cycle routes. These provide connections
to Walthamstow Central, Wood Street, and
Leytonstone stations.

Shower facilities are also provided adjacent to
the Hospital Road parking compound.

There is a provision for a total 56 secured
cycle parking spaces distributed in various
locations on-site. These are as follows:
• Main entrance 12 cycle spaces;
• Eye treatment centre 8 cycle spaces;
• Children’s Outpatients 12 cycle spaces;
• Hospital road 18 cycle spaces; and
• A & E 6 cycle spaces.

The project includes improvements for four
major junctions, upgrades to a number of key
road corridors and a range of neighbourhoodwide interventions to provide safe, connected,
and enjoyable places for cycling and walking.
Whipps Cross Roundabout is one of the four
major junction improvements proposed in the
scheme and is currently under construction.
The scheme reconfigures the existing
roundabout into a signalised T-junction,

10 0
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Right: Remodelled junction
at Lea Bridge Road
Bottom: Existing street
hierarchy

Local access road
Electric car charging point
Railway station
Site boundary
B Road
Minor road
Local Road
Motorway
Primary road
A road
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T RA NS P O R T A N D
M OV EM E N T
WALK
Pedestrian routes to the Whipps Cross site
generally follow the existing streets of Whipps
Cross Road, Hospital Road and James Lane.
Additional pedestrian access is provided from
James Lane via footpath on one side of Back
Road.
Pedestrian movement on-site takes place
through two ways, internal routes and
external routes. This is facilitated by a
combination of formal crossing points such
as zebra or traffic signal controlled crossings
or dropped kerb-crossing points. The internal
corridor provides access to most departments
of the hospital, but is also publicly accessible
(and anecdotally known to be used by
students from the north of the site going to/
from Leytonstone School in the south during
poor weather).
The external routes on-site connect the main
arrival points and bus stops to the various
hospital departments and are concentrated
along Hospital Road. Many are indirect,
narrow, lined with guard rail and give way
frequently at accesses and service yards,
making for a relatively uncomfortable
pedestrian experience.
In terms of way-finding, signage for
pedestrians is provided from Walthamstow
and Leytonstone stations to/from the hospital,
which helps people to get the site easily.
In addition, signage is provided on-site
indicating the direction of each department
and other facilities, allowing patients/visitors
to navigate smoothly. However, further
improvement of way-finding techniques/
signage would make the site experience much
easier and faster.
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Local stations with 10
minute walking zones

Site location
800m (10 minute walking distance)
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T RA NS P O R T A N D
M OV EM E N T
VEHICLE ACCESS & PARKIN G
Vehicular access to the hospital is provided
via two main accesses, on Whipps Cross
Road and James Ln. Back Lane provides an
exit only onto James Ln. Hospital Road is the
main vehicular route through the site and
provides access to building servicing areas
and car parks situated on either side of the
road. Access for ambulances only is provided
along Ambulance Road.
On Site Parking
In total, the site provides 1,300 car parking
spaces. All patient and staff parking areas are
heavily used.
There are 11 car parks on-site for staff,
with a total of 840 spaces and 10 spaces for
operational purposes use1.
447 parking spaces are provided on a pay
& display basis for patient/visitor use
distributed over four locations (CP1, CP2,
CP3, & CP4). Charges for these parking
spaces are:
2hrs - £2.50
24hrs - £15.00
62 parking bays are designated for disabled
use.
Motorcycle parking is provided in patients/
visitors car park 1 (four marked bays).
Off Site
Vehicles accessing the site from Whipps
Cross Road via James Lane to the east
of the site can park free of charge on left
kerbside at the eastern end of James Lane
providing around 17 spaces. The cheapest
and closest off-site car parks are Church Lane
and Stanley Road located to the west and
south of the site respectively. Church Lane
lies next to Leytonstone station and can be
reached within 19 minute walking distance,
1
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while Stanley Road can be reached within
20 minute walking distance to the main
entrance and 22 minute walking distance to
access point from James Ln. It provides 125
spaces and vehicles are charged as set out in
Table 1.2 below:
Table 1.2 Off-site parking charges.
Church Lane

Stanley Road

1hrs - £1.00

1hrs - £0.80

2hrs - £2.00

2hrs - £1.60

Max - £5.00
Quarter £235.00
Year - £575.00

4hrs - £2.40
Max - £6.00
Quarter - £235.00

Bank Holiday
- free

Year - £575.00

Disabled - free

Bank Holiday & Disabled
- free

Streets surrounding the site to the north,
west and south fall within Controlled Parking
Zones (CPZs). A very small part of the site,
that used to provide temporary parking to
2012, falls within CPZ restrictions from MonSat (8am to 6.30pm). Areas located directly
adjacent to the site fall within three different
Controlled Parking Zones as set out in Table
1.3 below:
Table 1.3 CPZs in the vicinity of the site.
Zone

Days & Times

WXN

Mon – Sat 8am to 6.30pm

WXSe

Mon – Fri 9am to 6pm

WXSw

Mon – Sun 8am to 9pm

Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners

Pedestrian movement,
cycle routes and car parks

Narrow footpath

Public car park

Formal crossing

Staff car park

Informal crossing
Building access
Bus stops

Disabled parking
Ambulance only
Free kerb side parking

On road cycle routes
Traffic free cycle routes
Quiet cycle routes

Internal pedestrian route
Public routes
No footpath

Cycle parking
Shower facilities

N
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T RA NS P O R T A N D
M OV EM E N T

Road Safety
Accident data for the last five years show that
most incidents take place on surrounding
roads of the site, particularly Whipps Cross
Road and Lea Bridge Road. Most of the
incidents are slight with few serious injuries
at Whipps Cross Roundabout and Lea Bridge
Road. According to Mini Holland scheme,
‘between 2009 and 2013 a total of 173 cyclists
and 68 pedestrians were injured on the
road, including 24 serious accidents and one
fatality’.1

Public Transport
Car (alone)
Car (shared with others)
Taxi
Motorcycle
Total

Table 2.3 below summarises modal split of
Whipps Cross Hospital based on 19% (315 of
1658) responses received.
Table 2.3 Summary of modal split based on
19% of WXH responses.

No accident data is available within the site,
although this may be because it lies outside
the adopted highway.

Mode

Proportion

Walk/Jog/Run

5%

Cycle

1%

No fatal incidents were recorded in the
vicinity of the site in the last five years.2

Public Transport

10%

Car (alone)

2%

Car (shared with others)

1%

Taxi

0%

Motorcycle

0%

Total

19%

Movement Profile
The Draft Travel Plan (April 2018) includes a
site audit and summary of staff travel surveys
undertaken by the Trust in 2016. Table 2.1
below summarises responses (1658) received
from all Trust’s hospitals, and the summary of
modal split is set out in Table 2.2 below.
Table 2.1 Summary of respondent location.3
Trust Site

Proportion

Royal London Hospital

38%

St Bartholomew’s Hospital

13%

Whipps Cross Hospital

19%

Mile End Hospital

7%

Newham Hospital

13%

Prescot Street

7%

Community Sites

3%

Total

100%

During November/December 2011, patient
and visitor surveys were carried out at
Whipps Cross. A summary of modal split
results is set out in Table 2.4 below.
Table 2.4 Summary of modal split of patient
and visitor surveys.5

Table 2.2 Summary of modal split of staff
surveys at all Trust sites.4
Mode
Walk/Jog/Run
Cycle

Proportion
26%
6%

1
Lea Bridge: A Street for Everyone –
Public Consultation Document
2
http://www.crashmap.co.uk/
3
The Draft Travel Plan April 2018
4
The Draft Travel Plan April 2018
10 6

55%
10%
3%
1%
0%
100%

Mode

Proportion

Walk

7%

Cycle

1%

Public Transport

24%

Car (alone)

21%

Car (shared with others)

36%

Taxi

9%

Motorcycle

1%

Other

1%

Total

100%

However, Census 2011 travel to work data
shows that 49% of residents in the area travel
to work by car (see Figure 2.1 below). Data
also demonstrates that 17% travel by train or
underground and roughly similar proportion of
people 18% % travel to work by bus.
5

The Draft Travel Plan April 2018
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Access and servicing

Bus access

Public car park

Ambulance only

Staff car park

Parking access

Disabled parking

Ambulance access

Ambulance only

Fire accesses

Servicing area

Loading bay

Free kerb side parking

One way road system

Primary vehicular access

Site boundary

Secondary vehicular access

400m (5 minute walking distance
from the site)

N
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A further 12% travel to work on foot and only 3%
of residents travel to work by bike. This indicates
that around half of residents travel to work using
sustainable modes while the other half does not.
This reflects the moderate level of public transport
accessibility of the site.
Figure 2.1 Method of travel to work, Census 2011.
Isochrone maps were produced in the Draft Travel
Plan to demonstrate the reasonable journey times
required by a total of 2,237 employees at Whipps
Cross Hospital for walking, cycling, and public
transport. Summaries are provided in Table 2.6
below.
Table 2.6 Summary of Potential Uptake (Sustainable
Transport)

Mode of Transport

Proportion
of Staff
(Maximum)

Walking

8.4%

Cycling

30.8%

Public Transport – up to
12.4%
20 mins journey
Public Transport – up to
40.9%
40 mins journey
Public Transport – up to
71.5%
60 mins journey
‘Note: percentage values are cumulative, e.g. the
value for a 60 minute public transport journey will
also include those who reside within a 20 or 40
minute journey of the site.’
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Method of travel to work
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P RO P ER T Y A N D
V IA BIL IT Y

Introduction
The Whipps Cross campus has the potential
to accommodate a range of new uses as part
of the transformation into a new mixed use
neighbourhood. New development has a
number of roles to play. Partly this is to fulfil
the vision of the Whipps Cross campus as a
place which is a focus for health and wellbeing, including medical, care and health
facilities which complement the hospital.
Alongside this is the opportunity to deliver
new development which helps to meet the
Borough’s housing needs and which comes
complete with the services and facilities that
a new neighbourhood would require.
Finally, there could be other cultural,
community or commercial opportunities
which could be suited to this context which
may be explored as the plans are developed.
A key consideration for any development
will be that any capital receipt from the land
which can be proven to be surplus to hospital
requirements will be an important part of the
funding for the new hospital. This property
market analysis is therefore presented to
inform future decision-making with regard to
land uses.

Area

August 2018

% Change

United Kingdom

£232,797

3.2%

England

£249,748

2.9%

London

£486,304

-0.2%

Waltham Forest

£459,076

-4.8%

Nationwide’s House Price Index report for
September 2018 shows that house prices
decreased by -0.5% month-on-month
between August 2018 and September 2018.
Nationwide indicate that annual house price
growth was 2.0% in September, which was
the same as the annual change in August.
Halifax’s House Price Index report for
September 2018 shows that house prices in
the three month period to September 2018
were 2.5% higher than in the same three
months a year earlier. The monthly change
was -1.4% against a quarterly change of 1.8%.
There have been a number of new build
developments in the area surrounding Whipps
Cross Hospital in recent years, including:
•

Feature E17, Marlowe Road, Waltham
Forest, E17 3HJ - A 436 unit development
is being brought forward by Countryside
approximately 0.56 miles north of Whipps
Cross Hospital. The scheme comprises
286 private and 150 social rent units,
made up of 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom units
as well as 12,000 sq. ft. of commercial
accommodation. The scheme benefits
from close proximity to Wood Street
station, providing Overground line
services to Liverpool Street in 20 minutes.
We understand that the general value
tone of the development has been from
£489psf-£758psf with 1 bedroom flats
averaging circa £400,000, 2 bedrooms
flats circa £495,000 and 3 bedroom flats
circa £600,000.

•

Essex Brewery, 76-80 South Grove,
Brunner Road, Waltham Forest, E17 7NE Crest Nicholson are developing a 183 unit
scheme 1.15 miles west of Whipps Cross.
The scheme comprises 158 private and 25
intermediate units made up of 1, 2 and 3
bedroom apartments, in addition to 5,145
sq. ft. of commercial space. The scheme
launched in April 2018, and 19 of the 60

Residential
The Land Registry House Price Index (HPI)
reported in August 2018 that the annual rate
of growth of house prices in the England
was 2.9%, and the monthly rate of change
was 0.2%. The average house price in
England was £249,748 at August 2018. The
annual percentage change in house prices in
Waltham Forest was 4.8%, which was higher
than London as a whole, which experienced
a slight fall in house prices over the 12 month
period. The average house price in Waltham
Forest as at August 2018 was £459,076,
slightly below the average house price for
London at £486,304.
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units in the first release were sold by the
end of the June 2018. The launch price
list reflects values of £555psf-£811psf
with the average prices for 1, 2 and 3 bed
flats being circa £420,000, £545,000 and
£646,000 respectively. Construction is
due to complete in Q2 2019.
•

265 Church Road, Waltham Forest, E10
7JQ - A 50 unit development by Galliard
is currently under construction 1.20 miles
west of the subject site. The scheme
comprises 40 private and 10 intermediate
units with sales launched in January
2018. The price list reflects values of
£548psf-£724psf, with 1 bedrooms
averaging circa £360,000, 2 bedrooms
£460,000 and 3 bedrooms £530,000. The
scheme is due to complete in Q2 2020.

Private Rented Sector
Build to rent is one of the fastest growing
sectors in the UK. With increasing demand
for high quality rented accommodation, the
build to rent model has emerged as a popular
solution for housing delivery.
There has been an increasing number of
BTR schemes brought forward in the area
surrounding Whipps Cross in recent years.
CMC Estates are developing 37 units next
to Leytonstone High Road station and a
permitted development scheme of 21 units
is being delivered on Lea Bridge Road,
approximately 0.66 miles west of Whipps
Cross.
The most notable investment in the Private
Rented Sector in the area has come from
Fizzy Living, who purchased 111 units within
Taylor Wimpey’s 507 unit scheme opposite
Blackhorse Road station. Fizzy Living
has established itself as a leading brand
in the PRS/BTR sector in the UK, having
accumulated c. 1,000 units since its inception
in 2012.
The Fizzy Living scheme of 111 unit scheme
includes on-site amenities such as a coworking space and on-site property manager/
concierge. The unit types are configured to
maximise appeal to sharers, with equal sized
bedrooms and typically 2+ bathrooms. A
number of both furnished and unfurnished
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units are available and the majority of units
benefit from a balcony. The general rental
cost ranges from £1,600 to £1,750 pcm for
1 bedroom flats, £1,750 to £1,950 pcm for 2
bedroom flats and £1,800 to £2,700 pcm for 3
bedroom flats.
Retirement Living
The retirement home market is set to
experience considerable growth over the next
few years, with a growing elderly population,
with people in the over 60’s age group rising
from 23% to 29% of the total population.
The retirement living market encompasses a
whole range of care provision, ranging from
retirement living, which is the focus of this
development appraisal (the property owner
must be 60 years old although a partner
within the flat can be 55 years of age) through
to a nursing home caring for frail/ill people at
the end of their lives.
Retirees, who own their homes, have
access to a large amount of equity, which
is released through the downsizing process
with retirement housing schemes closer
to amenities in towns and cities proving
popular.
There is a dearth of retirement living
schemes in the Leytonstone area, with no
new or pipeline developments from National
developers such as McCarthy & Stone,
Churchill and Pegasus. The Whipps Cross
Hospital site provides an opportunity to
provide a range of retirement/care facilities
adjacent to the new Hospital, which is likely
to be attractive to certain segments of the
care market.
Retail/Restaurants
Nationally, the retail market continues to
undergo considerable change as people’s
shopping habits evolve with technological
advances.
The market remains very volatile with a
number of high profile administrations such
as Toys ‘R Us, Maplin and East, and a number
of Company Voluntary Agreements (CVAs) for
firms such as New Look, Carpetright, Prezzo,
House of Fraser and Mothercare.
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The British Retail Consortium report that
total sales in June 2018 experienced a 2.3%
increase on a year-on-year basis, and like-forlike sale experienced a 1.1% increase. The
BRC comment that “With household incomes
still barely growing faster than inflation,
conditions for consumers and retailers remain
extremely tough.”
Retail uses are currently limited at the
Hospital, although M&S is constructing a
small food outlet at the Hospital. Beyond
the site, the nearest neighbourhood
parade of shops is located at Whipps Cross
Corner on Lea Bridge Road. This parade
is characterised by a series of takeaways,
restaurants, newsagents, pharmacy etc.
Larger retail centres can be found at
Leytonstone High Road (circa 570,000 sq.ft.)
Wood Street (circa 150,000 sq.ft.) and Bakers
Arms (circa 400,000 sq.ft.).
These ‘District’ Centres are characterised by a
high number of independent retail shops and
restaurants with some key National occupiers.
At Leytonstone High Road, there is Tesco,
Boots, Matalan, Argos, Costa etc. and at
Wood Street there is Co-op, Tesco Express
and McDonalds etc.
The main retail centre in the area can be
found at Walthamstow (circa 1m sq.ft.), which
offers a range of National retailers, restaurants,
gyms and a cinema. Additionally, a street
market (the longest in Europe) is open every
day apart from Sundays and Mondays. ‘The
Mall Walthamstow’ offers further shopping
amenities, with a good selection of clothing
stores and national fast food chains, plus an
ASDA foodstore. Capital & Regional has been
granted planning permission to extend the
Mall shopping centre at Walthamstow, which
will include 500 new homes and an 86,000
sq.ft. retail extension.
Rental values for retail space at Leytonstone
High Road and Wood Street range between
£15-£35psf on an overall basis depending on
size, quality and location of the space. This
compares to Walthamstow, where the prime
units commands rents of circa £50-£60psf.
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The retail opportunity at Whipps Cross
appears to be a small-scale retail offer to serve
the visitors to the Hospital and any residential
uses to be promoted on the site, which could
include a small convenience store, pharmacy,
takeaways, café etc, some of which could be
a dual-use with the Hospital itself.
Business/Office Space
The Whipps Cross area of Leytonstone is not
a significant commercial business hub, and
this is unlikely to change in the future even
with the redevelopment of the hospital.
However, with the mixed-use redevelopment
of the site, there would be opportunities to
consider providing small business suites,
especially where existing floorspace,
such as in the Energy Centre Building
may be available to be fitted out for office
accommodation.
In addition, the Victorian heart of the hospital
around the former entrance and Chapel may
also provide a focal point for commercial and
community activities providing the potential
to deliver some business space for local
entrepreneurs.
The fit-out or conversion of existing buildings
may prove more economic than building any
brand new space, as the rents to be paid for
this type of flexible easy in-easy-out space
could be in the region of £10-15psf which
compares to better located office/art studio
space at Walthamstow or Leyton Central,
which is offered to the market at circa £25psf
on an inclusive basis.
Hotels
According to research by Knight Frank,
around 15,200 new hotel rooms opened in
2017, which represents a 2.4% growth in
hotel supply. New build hotels accounted for
the biggest share of new hotel rooms with
67%, followed by conversions with 22%, and
extensions with 11%. The budget hotel sector
continues to dominant with 63% of the total
new hotel supply in the UK in 2017. The
budget sector represents 69% of all new build
stock and 65% of all hotel extensions.
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Knight Frank report that development in
London in 2017 exceeded long term growth
trends with new bedroom supply increasing
by 4% and the total supply in London rising
to approximately 152,000 rooms. This has
resulted in London’s share of the UK hotel
market rising from 21% in 2010 to 23% in
2017.
The outlook for the market is healthy in
London with Knight Frank reporting 2,000
new rooms opened in the first half of 2018,
and a further 5,800 rooms planned to open by
the end of the year. The City’s eastern fringe
has experienced an increase of over 50% in
rooms in the past 5 years. There are also 558
hotel rooms in the development pipeline in the
Outer London East area, which would include
Waltham Forest and Leytonstone.
The nearest hotels to Whipps Cross Hospital
include the Travelodges at Walthamstow and
Snaresbrook, The Alfred Hitchcock Hotel on
Whipps Cross Road, The Hotel Ibis at LEA
Bridge Road and the Premier Inn at North
Circular Road, Redbridge.
A review of hotel requirements reveals that
Premier Inn does not have a requirement
for this area of London, whereas Travelodge
does have a requirement for the Leyton/
Leytonstone area.
Leisure Uses
The local area has a number of fitness
facilities, including Leyton Leisure Centre,
which is a state-of-the-art centre offering
102 station gym, swimming pools, fitness
class studios, sauna and steam room. The
Sylvestrian Leisure Centre at Forest School
also offers swimming, gym, exercise classes,
and indoor sports hall.

Road), Leyton Yoga and East of Eden at
Walthamstow amongst others. The popularity
of outdoor fitness classes is also growing with
access to businesses such as Forest Fitness
in the local area.
Some key commercial operators not
represented in the area include DW Fitness
First and Pure Gym, although these brands
require good accessible locations and dense
catchment populations.
In terms of opportunities to enhance the
leisure offer at Whipps Cross, the combination
of a new hospital and a new community
should offer opportunities for additional small
gym/fitness classes that can potentially hire
space with a community hall facility and/or
occupy commercial space within a shopping
parade.
The market for other leisure uses such as
cinema, concert venues etc. is anticipated to
be limited as these facilities require highly
accessible locations and large catchments
offering a wide range of supporting eating
and drinking establishments, that are usually
found in major town centre locations.
Summary
The Whipps Cross site offers a significant
opportunity to deliver a residential-led scheme
on surplus land created with the proposed
redevelopment of the Hospital and supporting
care uses. There would be opportunities
to provide a range and mix of residential
dwellings including open market housing,
retirement living/assisted care, private rented
sector, as well as affordable housing. Smallscale retail, leisure uses and businesses uses
can form part of this mix, although other land
uses such as hotels would need to be tested
with operators in due course.

In addition to the leisure centres there are
several other gyms including The Gym at the
Mall in Walthamstow, Raw Fitness at Lea
Bridge Road, Synergy Gym at Wood Street,
Anytime Fitness at Leyton and Muscle Hut
Gym and Radical Health and Fitness at High
Road, Leytonstone.
There are also other studios in the area
offering yoga, pilates etc. such as at Flow
Studio (United Free Church, Wallwood
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GLOSSA RY O F T E R M S

•• Biodiversity: The number and variety of plants and
animals.

because of its heritage interest. Heritage asset includes
designated heritage assets and assets idenified by the
local planning authority (including local listing).

•• Built form: Buildings and their structures.
•• HDU: A hospital department - High Dependency Unit
•• Character and Form: A combination of: the layout of
buildings and streets; the height and appearance of the
buildings; the amount and distribution of open space;
and the density of a development.
•• Comparison retail: Retail items not bought on a
frequent basis, for example televisions and white goods

•• Legibility/Legible: The degree to which a place can
be easily understood and navigated.

•• Development principles: A set of principles which
underpin the redevelopment.

•• Locally Listed Buildings: that do not meet the national
criteria for statutory listing, but are important either by
themselves or as part of a group. These buildings of
local interest have been designated because of their
architectural merit and, in some cases, their historical
associations. They may contribute to and help to define
the character of the townscape of an area, or be
significant in the historical and architectural development
of the city. Many are 19th and 20th century buildings
and some street furniture is also included.

•• Density: is a method of measuring the intensity
of development within a specified area. Density is
calculated by dividing the number of homes by the site
area in hectares. The site area includes roads and open
spaces.

•• Listed Building: A building or structure of special
architectural or historic interest and included in a list,
approved by the Secretary of State. The owner must get
Listed Building Consent to carry out alterations that would
affect its character or its setting.

•• EGU: A hospital department - Emergency Gynaecology
Unit

•• Local Plan: Abbreviation used to describe the statutory
plan adopted by the Council.

•• Conservation Area identified by the Council, which
has 'special architectural or historic interest' which should
be protected and enhanced. Conservation Areas are
designated heritage assets which merit consideration in
planning decisions.

•• Framework Plan: A plan used to illustrate how
the open space, routes and building frontages work
together.
•• Gross External Area (GEA): The whole area of a
building taking each floor into account.
•• Gross Internal Area (GIA): The whole enclosed area
of a building within the external walls taking each floor
into account and excluding the thickness of the external
walls.
•• Hectare: An area of 10,000 square metres.
•• Heritage Assets: A building, monument, site, place,
area or landscape identified as having a degree of
significance meriting consideration in planning decisions,
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•• ICU: A hospital department - Intensive Care Unit

•• Massing: The combined effect of the arrangement,
volume and shape of a building or group of elements.
This is also called bulk.
•• Mitigation: The purpose of mitigation is to avoid,
reduce and where possible remedy or offset any
significant negative (adverse) effects on the environment
etc. arising from the proposed development.
•• MRI: A hospital department - Magnetic resonance
imaging scanning
•• NPPF: The National Planning Policy Framework. This
sets out government planning policy for England.
•• Parking Standards: Document setting out maximum
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permissible levels of car parking for various land uses,
along with minimum levels of cycle parking.
•• Planning Applications: There are two possible
approaches for the submission of a planning application.
An ‘outline’ application establishes the broad principles
of a development and sets development parameters,
with more detailed matters submitted later as ‘Reserved
Matters’ applications. Alternatively, a ‘full application’
would provide all details of the proposed development
at the outset.
•• PTAL: The most widely recognised way to measure
connectivity to the public transport network in London is
by using PTAL. This is an acronym for Public Transport
Accessibility Level.
•• Public Realm: The areas of city or town (whether
publicly or privately owned) that are available, without
charge for everyone to use or see, including streets,
parks and open spaces.
•• Planning and Development Brief: A planning policy
document to help guide the preparation and assessment
of future planning applications for specific sites coming
forward for redevelopment.
•• PRS / BTR: Private Rented Sector / Build to Rent,
purpose built blocks of rental homes
•• Sustainable Development: Sustainable Development
is a broad term that encompasses many different aspects
and issues from global to local level. Sustainable
development can be described as ‘Development, which
meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability for the future generations to meet their own
needs’ (after the 1987 Report of the World Commission
on Environment and Development – the Brundtland
Commission).
•• Supplementary Planning Document (SPD):
SPDs were established as part of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 in United Kingdom law.
They may cover a range of issues, be broadly thematic
or site-specific.
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Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners is not responsible for nor shall be liable for the consequences of any use made of this
Report other than that for which it was prepared by Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners for the Client unless Allies and
Morrison Urban Practitioners provides prior written authorisation for such other use and confirms in writing that the Report is
suitable for it. It is acknowledged by the parties that this Report has been produced solely in accordance with the Client's
brief and instructions and without any knowledge of or reference to any other parties’ potential interests in or proposals for the
Project.
Allies and Morrison Urban Practitioners accepts no responsibility for comments made by members of the community which
have been reflected in this report.
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